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Abstract:
Algorithmic mechanism design is concerned with designing algorithms that implement a desired outcome-selecting function (called a social choice function), while taking into account the participating agents' selfish behavior. This work concentrates on a general and fundamental question of this field: which social choice functions are implementable?

A truthful implementation incentivizes all agents to report their preferences truthfully. In the standard model of mechanism design, the renowned Revelation Principle implies that implementability equals truthful implementability. Towards obtaining useful characterizations of truthful social choice functions, this work includes two contributions. First, we prove the conjecture that weak monotonicity is sufficient for truthfulness for functions defined on a convex domain. The other characterization deals with the domain defined by one-dimensional single facility location game. The set of implementable functions is enriched when we allow assumptions on the center's ability to verify agents' inputs. Verification models give rise to non-truthful implementations and the set of truthfully implementable functions may also be enlarged. We discover inherent limitations of the existing partial verification model and propose the probabilistic verification model. In this model, a lie may be caught with certain probability; and if no lie is safe, every social choice function is truthfully implementable. We also investigate non-truthful implementations and optimal implementations that minimize center's expected payment.
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